The Street of Skateboarding
Definition: A street or plaza
with ideal conditions for
skateboarders, BMX/MTB
riders and Inline skaters
alike, right in a cities center.
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walls and ledges
to prevent extreme
athletes from
performing their
tricks on them. Some
city councils have
built skateparks
on the brink of
their communities,
pushing skateboarders, BMX/MTB
riders and Inline
skaters far away
from the city center,
where extreme sports
have ﬂourished and
have become what
they are today. Such
facilities do not meet the requirments of modern extreme
sports, which are exercised on obstacles found in the streets
of urban centres.

The central idea:
„Reclaim the Streets“
„Reclaim the Streets“
In the past 20 years, skateboarding, BMX/MTB riding and
Inline skating have established themselves in the streets
of our cities and have become a part of everyday urban
culture.
But unfortunately, this has caused conﬂicts between city
coucils, residents and young athletes over the divertion of
the streets from their intented use and the damage that this
has caused to many buildings and other urban structures.
As a result, these activities have been banned from certain
areas or so-called „Skate Stoppers“ were put on stairs,

The

Street of
Skateboarding

„The Street of Skateboaring“ is designed in a way that it
gives endless possibilities to skateboarders, BMX/MTB riders
and Inline skaters alike for practicing their skills in an urban
environment. The design is suitable for any city in the world
and can be easily incorporated into different forms of innercity areas like for example public parks.
„The Street of Skateboarding“ does not look much different
from any other street, boulevard or plaza and can be
used by pedestrians and bicyclists as a regular and safe
passage through the city. It blends in perfectly with its urban
environment and is not noticed directly as a place that is
designed for extreme sports.

Due to the free arrangement of different obstacles that suit
the needs of skateboards, BMX/MTB riders and Inline skaters, it
holds challenges for athletes of all ages and at all skill levels.

„The Street of Skateboarding“ is urban architecture withan
individual design. In creating such a facilty, the youth is
provided with a safe and hassle-free place that allows for the
legal exercise of urban extreme sports. This is urban design
that is accessible for everyone.
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The local extreme sports community is involved in
the planning and design process of „The Street of
Skateboarding“, so that the facility meets their demands and
is accepted by them.
Design of „The Street of Skateboarding“:
Different obstacles for the various sports are connected via
banks, hand rails, stairs, gaps and ledges. They offer a ﬂuid,
dynamic and organic arrangement that is harmoniously and
sensitively integrated into the existing envirnoment.
Material of the obstacles:
The obstacles can be build from various materials,
e.g. concrete, natural stone or steel, allowing for the
development of an urban sports facility with great sculptural
and artistic aesthetics, where young athletes can legally do
their sports.
The amenity value of „The Street of Skateboarding“ does not
only attract skateboarders, BMX/MTB riders and Inline skaters,
but also encourages pedestrians to take a break, sit down
and watch the action.

Streets and plazas like „The Street of
Skateboarding“ will be the sports facilities
of the future!

